MADE IN ITALY. QUICKLY IN YOUR HOME.

Our worldwide bestsellers, our inimitable Italian quality, and the quickest delivery times: Quick Time is the program designed to deliver happiness, offering maximum satisfaction in minimum time.

The 2016 collection presents the world’s best loved Natuzzi Italia living room furniture, created to bring beauty and quality of life into your home.

Every room set has been studied in our Style Centre, where the various components are coordinated according to a home philosophy of harmony and balance in every detail.

We guarantee the value of authentic “Made in Italy” furniture, whatever you choose: all sofas and other items are produced entirely in Italy, using the best materials, with respect for the environment and the law.

We directly control the entire production chain, from leather tanning to final assembly, and we maintain a tradition of expert craftsmanship that is unrivalled around the world.

All this happens in rapid time: in just a few weeks your order will reach your home.
FIDELIO

Made in Italy.

Designed by architects Manzoni and Tapinassi. Fidelio is an innovative reclining sofa, offering extreme comfort. Boasting superior structure and optional high-tech relax systems, Fidelio’s feature armrests are embellished by “pinched” piping and held in a metal frame which defines the outline of the sofa.

Three seat sofa
Size L114 x W43/65 x H30/40 inch

View the many options in coverings and configurations. Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showcasing of furnishings and accessories available in QuickTime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.

Soft Touch System
Electric Motion
Adjustable Headrest

Morano 20NF
Foot - Glazed Nickel
IAGO

Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

The square and linear shapes of Iago combine in perfect harmony with the softness of the padding and give it a pleasantly surprising appearance. The particularly low seating offers comfort and aesthetic appeal. Beauty meets innovation in this sofa: in fact the recline system ensures maximum comfort with the adjustable footrest and headrest, adaptable to your individual needs. The exceptionally crafted “pinched” seams frame the padding and set off the coverings. Thanks to these features Iago is an exceptional sofa with a reinvented classic feel, ideal for enhancing living and family rooms.

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
Made in Italy.

The attractively designed square and linear shapes of the Svevo sofa have been created by architects Manzoni and Tapinassi. Svevo is inspired by typical 50’s proportions, but designed in a light and dynamic model. The unusual structure supporting the soft padding combines wood and metal to create a perfect visual impact. The slim armrests give it a modern design, which adds a touch of elegance to both the workplace and the home.

Svevo

Three seat sofa
Size L90 x W30 x H37 inch

Montecarlo 25FM
Foot - Olive Walnut

View the many options in coverings and configurations

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in December to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
DORIAN

Made in Italy.

Designed by architects Manzoni and Tapinassi, the generously proportioned Dorian sofa is both aesthetically impressive and extremely comfortable. The spacious seats have been ergonomically designed with Memory Foam padding and goose feathers, inclusive of the backrest and arms. The hidden metal feet have anti-scratch and non-slip rubber, providing a hidden practical solution for protecting floors. Dorian will be the main attraction in your living area.
BORGHESE

Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

A sophisticated design, boasting soft shapes and adjustable headrests for superb comfort without compromising style. Borghese’s open base comes in either wood or metal and is a sofa feature that together with the detailed stitching on the arm, will make it the standout star of the room.

View the many options in coverings and configurations.

Borgese

Coverings

- Lelino 15/15
- Foot - Wengè

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in QuickTime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

Tratto is the decisive choice for urban living, thanks to its timeless, elegant design and compact size. It’s characterised by interesting “zig-zag” stitching on the slim arms and the backrest cushions, and by the special base in glossy chrome metal. Ideal for creating that added value in everyday environments.

Three seat sofa
Size L81 x W35 x H30 inch

Foot – Glossy Chrome

Matteo 20NC

Foot – Glossy Chrome

Filadelfia Fabric 83.0107.10

Foot – Glossy Chrome

78.0165.01

Foot – Glossy Chrome

Armchair
Size L32 x W35 x H30 inch

View the many options in coverings and configurations.

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in Decorex to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

Avana is characterised by its modern edge and finer details, such as the tufting on the seat, the rounded metal framing around the armrest and metal insert in the wooden foot. Unmatched relaxation, thanks to its comfortable seat and adjustable headrests.

Size L96 x W42 x H27 inch

Extra Comfort
Adjustable Headrest

View the many options in coverings and configurations.

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in decors to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
BRIO

Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

Brio represents the Natuzzi Italia technological evolution. The exclusive Soft Touch mechanism allows you, simply sliding your finger along the sensor on the armrest, to change the seat and backrest position for optimum comfort. And with the “zero wall system”, there’s no need to keep the sofa away from the wall.

Soft Touch System
Electric Motion
Adjustable Headrest

Memory Foam

Three seat sofa
Size: L85 x W268 x H28\(\frac{2}{3}\) inch

Status 2509

View the many options in coverings and configurations.

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in QuickTime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
VOLO

Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

Compact proportions and its high versatility make the model the ideal choice for your environment. The exclusive Soft Touch mechanism allows you, simply sliding your finger along the sensor on the armrest, to change the seat and backrest position for optimum comfort. And with the “zero wall system”, there’s no need to keep to sofa away from the wall.

Electric Motion  
Adjustable Headrest  
Soft Touch System

Memory Foam

Three seat sofa  
Size L87 x W94/3/65 x H29/38 inch

Two seat sofa  
Size L69 x W94/3/65 x H29/38 inch

Maratea 20NF  
Foot – Glossy Chrome

View the many options in coverings and configurations. Not all products in image are available in our QuicTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in combination to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
RELEVÉ

Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

Relvé is distinguished by its simple design and contemporary lines, which are clear and precise. Rich details are found in the original armrest design, a continuous invitation to settle in. The triangular satin nickel feet add a sculptural element to the design, enhancing the overall look.

View the many options in coverings and configurations.

Modular

Sectional

Size: L122 x W94 x H32 inch

Phoenix 15GZ

Foot – Glazed Nickel

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete viewing of furnishings and accessories available in QuickTime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
PLAZA

Designed by Natuzzi Style Center. Made in Italy.

Plaza fits well in a myriad of interiors with its several configurations, making it one of our most sought after designs. The armrest has a well-articulated eye-catching cushion design, which when viewed side-on, envelopes the seat cushion and outlines the entire profile.

View the many options in coverings and configurations.

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in QuickTime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
Size L162 x W126 x H30 inch

Palio Fabric 85.0043.04

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in Decalisons to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
An extreme softness that you can sense at first glance. When you look at the headboard of the Piuma bed it’s easy to imagine two pillows side by side offering an absolute comfort. A refined profile distinguished by an original detail: the ruche.

PIUMA

Designed by Claudio Bellini. Made in Italy.

Feather Comfort

Bed with slatted base
Size L86 x W96 x H37 inch

Status 2509
Lavanda 88.0048.04

Not all products in image are available in our QuickTime program. Please see pages 27-32 for a complete showing of furnishings and accessories available in QuickTime to complete your Natuzzi Italia Total Look.
LIZ
Unmistakably elegant and modern armchair. Its winding and semi-rounded shape unite to design metal feet make it in line with the latest trends.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L33 x W41 x H28 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Pello Fabric 9004403

ANTEPRIMA
Designed by Claudio Bellini. Anteprima is characterized by compact, refined and comfortable lines, thanks also to the coverings and to the metal feet. Amazing the insertion of the same in the structure of the seat.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L30 x W30 x H28 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Celino Fabric 86004701
- Status Leather Black

CAMMEO
Cammeo is a minimalist design armchair. The unique steel frame gives light and harmonious feel to the entire structure that can become the element of exception in your environment.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L30 x W33 x H30 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Status Leather NP25CQ

LOGOS
Design and comfort come together in this armchair that fits easily into any decor given its simple linearity.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L30 x W30 x H28 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Le Mura Leather NF55CQ

GENNY
Perfect for decorating any area of your home. Genney features a swivel metal base and the innovative “push back” mechanism that guarantees unparalleled comfort.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L33 x W38/65 x H39 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Status Leather NP2509

VIAGGIO
Timeless product characterized by a wooden structure that combines perfectly with the subtle and linear metal arms, hugging the soft leather padding. The two front feet are slightly higher than the rear to ensure greater comfort and style.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L33 x W35 x H31 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Cosmatesco Fabric 99001801

AURA
Designed by Claudio Bellini. Aura features an innovative design with a steel frame supported by a wooden base.

Technical specifications:
- Size: L34 x W31 x H34 inch
- Quick Time Covering: Status Leather NP25CT

COLOR SHOWN IS NOT IN QUICK TIME
SAMUEL

Two elements that can be positioned at a different angle, to best adapt to any space: a unique furnishing item that stands out for practicality and personality.

Technical specifications
Size: 41.34 x 27.56 H 13.39 inch
Frame finishing: Glossy coffee
Top finishing: Oak Smoked

CHOCOLAT

Chocolat is a contemporary table with an unusual geometrical shape. The use of precious materials, such as stone and marble, reflects the latest trends in the furnishing sector. The coffee-tables may be combined to create a larger table. All the surfaces proposed have been water-proofed and stain-proofed.

Technical specifications
Size: 32.68 x 39.76 H 11.02 inch
96.9 x 102.6 x 36.5 cm
Frame finishing: Pewter
Top finishing: Walnut or Calcutta Gold Marble

MERCURIO

Easy to match to different furnishing styles, Mercurio has a top and structure made from hot curved glass.

Technical specifications
Size: 20.47 x 43.7 H 15.75 inch
Frame finishings: Bronze and Fumé

SVEVO

Modern and architecturally inspired by scandinavian design with a Vatican flair. The unique pewter arm band is sure to make it stand out along with rich wood and marble finish options.

Technical specifications
Size: 47.24 x 15.90 H 13.78 inch
Frame finishing: Pewter
Top finishing: Walnut or Calcutta Gold Marble

CABARET

Extremely elegant linear designed table with chrome-finished steel base and marble top.

Technical specifications
Size: 36.43 x 36.43 H 13.24 inch
92.0 x 92.0 x 33.6 cm
Frame finishing: Matt Coffee
Top finishing: Grey Imperdor Marble

SHANGHAI

Designed by Claudio Bellini, this table has thin legs intersecting between them, reminding the Chinese game of sticks.

Technical specifications
Size: 22.62 x 22.62 H 14.75 inch
57.5 x 57.5 x 37.5 cm
Frame finishing: White Carrara Marble

TITANO

Precious dark Emperor marble top for this solid table with drawn tubular metal structure.

Technical specifications
Size: 39.37 x 39.37 H 13.78 inch
99.5 x 99.5 x 35.0 cm
Frame finishing: Dark Emperador

DROP

An organic, sensual table design that is perfect for creating an elegant feel within the home.

Technical specifications
Size: 70.87 x 33.86 H 10.24 inch
180.0 x 86.0 x 26.0 cm
Frame finishing: Bronze Mirrow
Top finishing: Grey Imperdor Marble
ARGO
Antistatic tufted rug in valuable New Zealand wool (25%) and polyester (75%). Features a blend of fibres in different shades resulting in deep, bright colours.

Technical specifications
Size: 106.3 x 74.8 inch
Color: MINK

GIASONE
Hand woven rug in New Zealand wool (100%), approved by Care&Fare Association, which opposes child labour in manufacturing of rugs.

Technical specifications
Size: 74.8 x 106.3 inch
Color: ANTHRACITE, GREY

BACCO
Hand woven rug in polyester (100%), approved by Care&Fare Association, which opposes child labour in manufacturing of rugs.

Technical specifications
Size: 74.8 x 106.3 inch
Color: GREY, GREY

RIFLESSO
Rug manufactured with the Cut & Loop method. It features varying heights of fibers adding drama and depth to the product.

Technical specifications
Size: 78.74 x 118.11 inch
Color: TAUPE, ROPE

ZEN
Stand lamp with precious white murano blows glass lampshade.

Technical specifications
Size: 14.96 H 67.72 inch
14.96 H 51.97 inch
Frame finishing: GLOSSY BLACK
Lampshade finishing: WHITE

ASTRA
Opaline glass lampshade for this stylish stand lamp.

Technical specifications
Size: 11.42 H 74.41 inch
Lampshade finishing: MATT COFFEE, WHITE MATT
Frame finishing: WHITE/Pewter

COSMO
Tubular structure with laser processing steel circular base, painted with soft touch effect.

Technical specifications
Size: 17.72 H 64.96 inch
Frame finishing: NICKEL

WISDOM
Arc-shaped stand lamp with conical lampshade in shantung silk.

Technical specifications
Size: 58.27 x 22.05 H 79.92 inch
Frame finishing: NICKEL
Lampshade finishing: BISQUE
The culture, history and art of our country, and a philosophy focused on good living. These are the things that guide and inspire the creation of every Natuzzi Italia product. Designers of international renown shape the look and function of each piece of furniture, which is then skillfully crafted by Italian artisans to bring elegance and creativity into every room in your home.

At Natuzzi, we leave nothing to chance
We consider it our duty to oversee and manage every stage of production, from design to home delivery, from the leather tanning process to final assembly. Attention to detail and quality, compliance with the law and eco-sustainability are commitments we make to ourselves and to our customers.

Harmony in the home
Colors, shapes, materials: everything has to live together in total harmony in a Natuzzi home. Individual components are expertly matched with one another, blending design and functionality in the most effective way.

Our Commitment Guarantee
Our charter of values, code of ethics and international certifications are proof of the commitment we have made to transparency and legality. Our environmental management system is ISO 14001 certified and integrated with the ISO 9001 Quality Management System.

Created & Made in Italy
The Italian Design Centre is the creative heart of our company, the place where all collection designs are conceived. Skilful artisans construct all our furniture at the Natuzzi factories in Italy.

The Value Chain
We manage the entire production process ourselves. Our Friuli plant tans our leather hides. Our Campania plant produces Ecoflex polyurethane padding without freon or other harmful substances. And, our carpentry division only uses wood from sustainable forests.
**OUR SERVICES**

**3D Your Design**
With our new 3D Your Design configurator and the help of interior designers and architects, it is easy to achieve a 3D simulation of your home interior complete with Natuzzi Italia’s Total Living furnishings.
A complimentary service with no obligation, 3D Your Design is available in our stores or at your home.

**Cleaning Kit**
All Natuzzi sofas and chairs have a specific cleaning kit for the care of the leather or fabric used for upholstery. Natuzzi stores carry the most suitable kit for your product.

**Customized Service**
For any type of information regarding our products or services, please call the Natuzzi store nearest you and one of our associates will be happy to assist you.

**Key Features**

**Extra Comfort**
These sofas are designed and built to ensure particularly high levels of comfort, thanks to their generous proportions, more rounded shapes and the presence of additional features to provide support for the body, such as armrest cushions or high backs.

**Memory Foam**
Memory Foam is pressure-sensitive and moulds quickly to the shape of a body pressing against it, returning to its original shape once the pressure is removed. Memory Foam recovers its firmness completely, offering excellent support and seating comfort.

**Compact Size**
The linear profile of these models is perfectly adapted to spaces that are too small for many traditional sofas, but with no compromise on comfort. In describing these models as compact, we are referring not only to their length but also to their depth.

**Soft Touch System**
Soft Motion technology is a new approach to comfort. An innovative internal system lets you activate the sofa’s recliner mechanism by lightly touching the sensors. With no visible buttons or levers, the surface of the sofa is left clean and uncluttered.

**Feather Comfort**
Natural goose feather padding ensure outstanding quality and a high degree of softness. Selected and sterilized feathers do not require any specific type of maintenance except from moulding them delicately to ensure their initial appearance which will have altered during usage of the sofa or bed.

**Storage**
Each of the sofas or sofa beds featuring a storage function offers a discreet, generous and extremely handy internal space. Ideal for storing blankets, cushions and any other items that you want to keep out of sight but within easy reach.

**Modular**
The advantage of a modular sofa system is that it gives you the versatility to create the ideal solution for your requirements in terms of style, space and functionality. Just select the relevant modules and arrange into the desired configuration.

**Adjustable Headrest**
The headrest on each of these models is manual or electric, adjustable, making it easy to adapt the shape of the sofa to the most comfortable sitting position for whatever you’re doing, whether it’s chatting with friends, reading a book or watching TV.

**Motion (Manual/Electric)**
Sofas with the Motion function are equipped with one or manual or electric mechanisms such as reclining backs, headrests, armrests or extending footrests. These features let you adapt the sofa’s shape to your ideal body position for maximum comfort.

**Feather Comfort**
Natural goose feather padding ensure outstanding quality and a high degree of softness. Selected and sterilized feathers do not require any specific type of maintenance except from moulding them delicately to ensure their initial appearance which will have altered during usage of the sofa or bed.

**Extra Comfort**
These sofas are designed and built to ensure particularly high levels of comfort, thanks to their generous proportions, more rounded shapes and the presence of additional features to provide support for the body, such as armrest cushions or high backs.

**Memory Foam**
Memory Foam is pressure-sensitive and moulds quickly to the shape of a body pressing against it, returning to its original shape once the pressure is removed. Memory Foam recovers its firmness completely, offering excellent support and seating comfort.

**Compact Size**
The linear profile of these models is perfectly adapted to spaces that are too small for many traditional sofas, but with no compromise on comfort. In describing these models as compact, we are referring not only to their length but also to their depth.

**Soft Touch System**
Soft Motion technology is a new approach to comfort. An innovative internal system lets you activate the sofa’s recliner mechanism by lightly touching the sensors. With no visible buttons or levers, the surface of the sofa is left clean and uncluttered.

**Feather Comfort**
Natural goose feather padding ensure outstanding quality and a high degree of softness. Selected and sterilized feathers do not require any specific type of maintenance except from moulding them delicately to ensure their initial appearance which will have altered during usage of the sofa or bed.

**Storage**
Each of the sofas or sofa beds featuring a storage function offers a discreet, generous and extremely handy internal space. Ideal for storing blankets, cushions and any other items that you want to keep out of sight but within easy reach.

**Modular**
The advantage of a modular sofa system is that it gives you the versatility to create the ideal solution for your requirements in terms of style, space and functionality. Just select the relevant modules and arrange into the desired configuration.

**Adjustable Headrest**
The headrest on each of these models is manual or electric, adjustable, making it easy to adapt the shape of the sofa to the most comfortable sitting position for whatever you’re doing, whether it’s chatting with friends, reading a book or watching TV.

**Motion (Manual/Electric)**
Sofas with the Motion function are equipped with one or manual or electric mechanisms such as reclining backs, headrests, armrests or extending footrests. These features let you adapt the sofa’s shape to your ideal body position for maximum comfort.

**Feather Comfort**
Natural goose feather padding ensure outstanding quality and a high degree of softness. Selected and sterilized feathers do not require any specific type of maintenance except from moulding them delicately to ensure their initial appearance which will have altered during usage of the sofa or bed.

**Storage**
Each of the sofas or sofa beds featuring a storage function offers a discreet, generous and extremely handy internal space. Ideal for storing blankets, cushions and any other items that you want to keep out of sight but within easy reach.

**Modular**
The advantage of a modular sofa system is that it gives you the versatility to create the ideal solution for your requirements in terms of style, space and functionality. Just select the relevant modules and arrange into the desired configuration.

**Adjustable Headrest**
The headrest on each of these models is manual or electric, adjustable, making it easy to adapt the shape of the sofa to the most comfortable sitting position for whatever you’re doing, whether it’s chatting with friends, reading a book or watching TV.

**Motion (Manual/Electric)**
Sofas with the Motion function are equipped with one or manual or electric mechanisms such as reclining backs, headrests, armrests or extending footrests. These features let you adapt the sofa’s shape to your ideal body position for maximum comfort.